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Degree of difficulty

Instruction STORAGE BASKET

Instruction STORAGE BASKET size 40 x Ø 37 cm

Materials from Gütermann
Sew-all thread colour matching
Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,
Collection COSY MOOD:
QQ 0.90 m wild rose pattern in
blue-grey-taupe-nature
QQ 0.90 m pink cotton fabric
QQ HT2 textile adhesive

In addition
1.20 m Style-Vil insert, 72 cm wide
1.20 m fabric insert G 740, 90 cm wide
QQ 1.20 m volume fleece HH 650,
90 cm wide
QQ Cut paper

Tools
Sewing machine
Iron and pressing cloth
QQ Scissors
QQ Pins
QQ Textile marker or chalk
QQ Ruler
QQ Tape measure
QQ Compass
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QQ

Preparation
On cutting paper, trace a circle with Ø 37 cm and cut out. This is for the bottom section.

Cutting
Hedge roses pattern: outside part 117 x 40 cm; bottom Ø 37 cm
Taupe fabric: lining side part 117 x 40 cm; bottom Ø 37 cm; handle 16 x 8 cm
QQ Style-Vil: side part 117 x 40 cm; bottom Ø 37 cm
QQ Fabric insert: side part 117 x 40 cm; bottom Ø 37 cm
QQ
QQ

Cut all parts with 1 cm seam allowance.

1. Press the fabric insert on the backs of the taupe cut pieces. Place the

coated side down on the fabric. Cover with a damp cloth and press in 12-second increments, do not let slide. After fixing in place, let the parts cool down
for 30 minutes. Put on the left side of the fabric on the outside part and the
bottom part of the volume fleece and place Style-Vil over that. Cover with a
damp cloth and press in 12-second increments, do not let slide. This bonds
the fabric to the Style-Vil. After fixing in place, let the parts cool down for
30 minutes.

2. Stitch the side panel of hedge rose pattern to the ring. Place it on the

right side and put the side edges together. Stitch the seam. Trim back the
seam allowances of the Styl-Vil close to the seam line. Press the seam
allowances of the outer fabric.

3. Place the patterned side panel right to right on the bottom. Stich the
seam all around. Trim back the Styl-Vil on the bottom and side panel until it
is tight to the seam line. Press the seam allowances in the side panel.
Close the seam of the taupe side part as described in step 2, leaving
an approx. 25 cm long slit open in the middle for turning right side out.
Connect the bottom to the side part as described.

4. Slide the taupe lining right to right over the outer basket. The side seams
must lie evenly on top of each other. Pin them together along the top of the
basket. Stich the seam all around. Trim back the Style-Vil close to the seam
line. Trim the seam allowances to 1 cm width. Turn the basket right side out
through the slit in the lining. Pin the upper edge and place the fabric layers
together. Iron and stitch around 1 cm wide. Lay the edges of the slit left to
left and stitch together with narrow edges. Put the lining in the basket.

5. Fold the long edges of the carrying handle right to right. Stitch the seam
1 cm wide. Press the seam allowances and turn the strip. Place the seam in
the middle of the strip and iron the strip again. Hold the ends together and
trim. Fold 1 cm wide on the left side and pin. Press the edges.
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6. With 3 cm distance to the upper edge of the basket, mark the vertical
wicker seam on the outside 8 cm on both sides. Place the carrying handle
in the middle of the seam in line with these markings. Sew on both sides
through all layers tight to the edges.

